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The following responses are in reference to the review comments issued by your office via email on June 20, 2022. 

The revisions made to the accompanying revised design materials reflect these responses. 

 

BIOLOGICAL REVIEW COMMENTS:  

 

1. Modify the “F.S” depicted on Sheet 4 of 9 so that the 50-foot perimeter wetland north and west of flags 

104 to 116 remains undisturbed. This area of perimeter wetland has started to return to a natural state 

and should remain undisturbed. 

 

The filter sock erosion control has been relocated as requested. 

  

2. An Area Subject to Storm Flowage (ASSF) is west of flags 121 and 122 and flows into the pond wetland 

near flag 204. Please depict this channel on the site plans. 

 

The ASSF has been added to the site plans. 

 

3. Please be sure to address engineer comments 4 and 5. Consider a temporary metal sheet to cross the 

existing ASSF when removing the solar panels. 

 

Temporary sheet metal is now shown on the demolition plan. 

 

ENGINEERING REVIEW COMMENTS: 

 

1) The submitted design utilizes a wet swale to provide water quality treatment for the proposed driveway on 

the Western side of the property.  However, the use of wet swales is restricted in residential areas given the 

potential for stagnant water and other nuisance ponding which may result in mosquito problems.  Given that 

the overall impervious area is reduced, the existing pavement doesn’t receive any treatment, and various site 

constraints such as high-water table, this reviewer is amenable to a technical justification to allow the use of 

QPAs to treat the runoff from this impervious driveway even if they do not meet all of the standard design 

requirements (provided that the design meets those requirements to the maximum extent practicable).   
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Alternatively, please provide water quality treatment for this impervious area with another approved WQBMP.  

Please be sure to make the necessary revisions to the O&M Plan. 

 

The area of the wet swale has been redesigned to be a qualifying pervious area (QPA) to the extent possible 

based on field conditions. The limits of the QPA are shown on sheet C-6 and applicable notes have been 

added to this sheet as well. The maintenance notes on sheet C-2 have been revised, as has the stormwater 

narrative and operations and maintenance document. As the reviewer has noted, this area cannot meet all 

requirements of a QPA included in the state stormwater regulations; however, it does meet the following 

standards. 

 

1. QPA is more than the minimum distance from any building foundations. 

2. Length of the QPA is greater than the length of the contributing impervious area.  

3. Width of the QPA is greater than the width of the contributing impervious area. 

4. The lot is greater than the minimum of 6,000 square feet. 

5. A stone level spreader has been included along the edge of the pavement to induce sheet flow into 

the QPA. 

6. QPA is located in Group B soils (CeC). 

 

 

2) The Western portion of the building is modeled as being a part of subcatchment 202-A which drains to the 

sand filter.  However, there is no downspout shown on the site plans for this large rooftop area.  Please either 

provide a downspout for this portion of the roof and revise the grading to ensure that it will drain into the sand 

filter as modeled or provide an explanation as to how the current design will ensure that the entire self-storage 

building will drain into the proposed sand filter. 

 

A downspout has been added to the corner which runs to the sand filter. 

 

3) The submitted post-watershed map shows the Southwestern portion of the proposed parking lot to be part of 

sub-catchment 202A.  However, the proposed grading would cause this area to drain towards the proposed 

wet swale.  Please either revise the submitted post-development subwatershed map or proposed grading plan 

accordingly. 

 

Watershed maps and calculations have been revised. 

 

4) Please show the proposed limit of disturbance on the site plans. 

 

The limit of disturbance was initially shown on the SESC plan. It is also now reflected on the grading and 

drainage plan. 
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5) The proposed demolition plan calls for the existing solar panels to be removed as part of the project.  Please 

include this area (and any areas needed to access the panels) in the LOD on the site plans.  Please also include 

notes/details on the site plans as to how impacts to the existing channel that connects both on-site wetlands 

will be avoided (it appears that crossing this channel will be necessary to access the solar panels). 

 

A separate limit of disturbance has been added to the demolition plan which reflects the removal of the 

solar panels. Due to the nature of the work, two limits of disturbance are proposed for the project. The 

first, during the demolition work, includes all of the areas with the wetlands and perimeter wetlands which 

include removal of existing improvements or stockpiles. Once the demolition work is completed, the 

erosion controls will be re-established where shown on the SESC plan so as to better respect these natural 

resource areas. A note has been added on the demolition plan to use steel sheeting to cross the channel 

during the solar panel removal.  

 

6) Please revise site plan sheet 7 of 9 so that an erosion control barrier is provided along the Eastern boundary 

of Plat 41 Lot 1.  Please also provide an ECB to the area between the proposed construction entrance and Plat 

41 Lot 1. 

 

The filter sock erosion control barrier has been revised on sheet C-7. 

 

7) Please extend the proposed sand filter’s 4” perforated pipe further Northeast.  Please also consider providing 

an additional short span of perforated pipe in the Western portion of the sand filter. 

 

The limits of the perforated pipes have been expanded. 

 

8) Please show the proposed roof leaders on the site plans. 

 

The downspouts have been redrawn so as to be more visible on the grading and drainage plan. 

 

Should you have any questions or concerns regarding these revised submission materials, please contact our 

office. 

 

Best Regards, 

NORTHEAST ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS, Inc. 

 

Jeremy Rosa, PE 

Senior Civil Engineer 

 


